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Lower prices also eliminate the expense of frequent sales promotions and sales are more predictable. In
addition, it employs a competitive strategy with a designer label along with superior supply chain, increased
operational capabilities, and skilled employees Walton proved to be a visionary leader and was known for his
ability to quickly learn from his competitors' successes and failures. Wal-Mart procurement measures like
hard-nosed negotiations, partnerships with some vendors, centralized buying, planning packets, etc. In regard
to threats of new entrants, Wall-Mart has been constantly in the news for acquisition of other small retail
shops in view of its expansion. Such tactics will create mixed response among the consumers while degrading
the reputation of the leader in market. Sustainability at the top place is the most important job that makes its
managers strives hard to frame the policies and strategy to compete with its rivals in the market. Associates,
owns over stores out of which are in US and serves around million customers weekly. Every move in its
business operation ought to be well thoughtout and executed. This ferociously increases the competition in the
market and Wal-Mart competes with all its competitors till it is dominant it the market. Sam Walton's talent
for discounts retailing not only made Wal-Mart the world's largest retailer but also the world's number one
retailer in sales. Pereira states that dominating the retail market is its key strategy. Technology, demographics,
consumer attitudes, and the advent of a global economy are all conspiring to rewrite the rules for success. This
requires Wal-Mart to rethink its expansion strategy since it would not be profitable to operate in an unfriendly
community. However, Target has been functioning successfully, courtesy Wall-Mart, but other two failed in
their operations and filed bankruptcy. New York: Macmillan. He believed in listening to employees and
challenging them to come up with ideas and suggestions to make the company better. Today, four years after
his death, the company is still growing steadily. It is termed that low price is not the strategy of Wal-Mart but
the advertisement manipulates the consumer perceptions by making them think that its prices are lower than
its competitors' price using price spin'. This ferociously increases the competition in the market and Wall-Mart
competes with all its competitors till it is dominant it the market. Super-centers, once thought of as risky
because of slim profit margins on the food side, will most likely make Wal-Mart the nation's largest grocery
retailer within the next five to seven years Longo,  Community involvement The Story of Wal-Mart, Walmart
by 32nd St. Managements take lots of visits and it is learnt there are no rehearsals before any meeting which is
usually scheduled on every Saturday. Wal-Mart has become a capability competitor. It is not only the largest
company in world but also the largest company in the history of world. Wal-Mart Strategy Wal-Mart
dominates the American retailing industry due to number of factors like its business model which is still a
mystery and its effectiveness in not letting the rivals let know about the weaknesses. Therefore, substation is
an especially effective way of attacking dominant rivals in the market. The Super-center division more than
doubled in size during , then doubled again in  Fortune, pp. Substitution reduces the demand for what a firm
uniquely provides by shifting the demand elsewhere due to changes in technology. The other factors that
increase the margin of profit for Wal-Mart are inbound logistics with frequent replenishment, automated DCs
cross docking, pick to flight, EDI, hub and spoke system. Thus, savings, not spending, will likely take
precedence because most baby-boomers are approaching retirement. Wal-Mart has emerged as the industry
leader because it has been better at containing its costs, which has allowed it to pass on the savings to its
customers. Porter defines operational effectiveness as performance of similar activities as its rivals but better
than them. The store contains environmental education and recycling centers Slezak,  Food products and daily
essentials are one the major contributors of cost for everyone. Porters five forces model explains what strategic
decisions should be made and on what basis. There are new, interesting and exciting opportunities that face the
management. Manager compensation is linked to the profit of store operated by him, within promotions,
compensation offered to associates depending on company's profits and also offered some incentives on their
performances.


